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7.1.1. PLANNING HISTORY
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Source: DMNSC UGB review Report for public consultation
(pdf page 68)

UGB REVIEW (2009).
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“In considering the future location of new urban areas, landscape values were a 

critical consideration. This is because existing significant landscape features have the 

potential to define and enrich the communities that will potentially live in parts of 

these areas and give them a connection to the landscape and their immediate 

physical setting and the associated natural environment…” (DMNSC Consultation 

Report, page 23)

“The several volcanic cones and hill tops (such as Quarry Hills, Mt Franklin, Rigg Hill, 

Springs Hill and Bald Hill) together with the distinct ridge lines to the west and east, 

provide an opportunity to create a sense of place for future residents.” (DMNSC 

Consultation Report, page 60)

DMNSC REVIEW – LANDSCAPE VALUES:
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“The review has carefully examined current and proposed extractive industry areas, 

their buffer and access requirements. With some exceptions, the approach has been 

to ensure extractive industry can continue to operate into the long term...”

(DMNSC Consultation Report, page 21)

“The DPI Extractive Industry Interest Area covers more than half of the Mitchell 

investigation area. This designation has been considered as posing a medium 

(orange hatched) level of constraint given that development is not precluded from 

these areas, only discouraged. Further assessment of this and other Extractive 

Industry Interest Areas is being undertaken and will be included in the Extractive 

Industry Geological and Economic Assessment addendum to this report.” 

(DMNSC Land Capability Report, page 104)

DMNSC REVIEW – EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRY RESOURCES:
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Source: DSMNSC Land Capability Report – Addendum 
(pdf page 192)

EIIAS (2009).
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Source: DSMNSC Land Capability Report – Addendum (pdf page 200)

DMNSC
QUARRY TENEMENTS 

(2009).

“There are seven working quarries 

interspersed across the Investigation 

Area that pose a constraint to urban 

development in some locations. These 

activities require sufficient buffers to 

ensure they will not impact on future 

urban development. These buffers are 

generally all within the Investigation 

Area.”

(DMNSC Consultation Report, page 

61)
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Source: DSMNSC Land Capability Report (pdf page 110)

DMNSC 
LAND USE CONTRAINTS (2009).

Source: DSMNSC Land Capability Report (pdf page 102)
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Source: DSMNSC Land Capability Report –
Addendum (pdf page 110)

Source: DSMNSC Land Capability Report (pdf page 102)

DMNSC 
LAND USE CONTRAINTS (2009).
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Source: DSMNSC Land Capability Report (pdf page 110)

DMNSC 
LAND USE CONTRAINTS (2009).

Source: DSMNSC Land Capability Report (pdf page 102)
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Source: DSMNSC Land Capability Report (pdf page 110)

DMNSC 
LAND USE CONTRAINTS (2009).

Source: DSMNSC Land Capability Report (pdf page 102)
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““Of the 8 tenements identified in [the Northern Investigation Area], 6 of have deposits 

listed as common. This means that the resources extracted are considered abundant 

whether locally or regionally sourced. New basalt is available in much of Melbourne’s 

north and west and is relatively easily extracted….”  

(DMNSC Land Capability Report Addendum, page 28)

“Overall, although there would be a loss to GSP and employment associated with 

reducing  removing extractive resources within the Investigation Areas, along with 

increased delivery and social cost from sourcing material from the closest alternative 

supply, PB notes that these costs need to be weighted against the substantial public 

investment and positive economic benefits associated with urban development within 

the Investigation Areas.”  

(DMNSC Land Capability Report Addendum, page 28)

DMNSC TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 1 - LAND CAPABILITY:
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Amendment VC68 (2010).
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Growth Corridor Plans 
(2012).
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2009
UGB REVIEW

2010
GAZETTAL OF UGB & ZONING

2012
APPROVAL OF CORRIDOR PLANS
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7.1.2.  STATE PLANNING POLICY
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Clause 11.03-2S Growth Areas:

• Develop Growth Area Framework Plans 

• Implement the strategic directions in the Growth Area Framework Plans.

• Consider any applicable Growth Area Framework Plans

• Consider Ministerial Direction No. 12 – Urban Growth Areas

[MD No. 12 requires that in preparing an amendment a planning authority must 

evaluate and include in the explanatory report a discussion about how the amendment 

implements any Growth Area Framework Plan applying to the land.]

Clause 114.03-1S  Earth & Energy Resources:

• Provide for the long-term protection of natural resources in Victoria, and; 

• Protect the opportunity for exploration and extraction of natural resources where 

this is consistent with overall planning considerations and acceptable environmental 

practice.

STATE PLANNING POLICY & GROWTH CORRIDOR PLANS:
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“The Growth Corridors contain significant mineral resources and a number of operating 

quarries. To avoid the need to transport construction materials substantial distances it 

is important to enable the continued operation of these quarries and for appropriate 

buffers to be maintained from the working surfaces of all quarries.” (GCP, page 34)

“The North Corridor Plan ensures that approved and operational quarries are protected 

from encroachment by sensitive land uses. It also locates industrial or commercial 

development activities adjacent to existing quarry sites within/adjacent to the UGB.  On 

that basis, these precincts would be rezoned to Urban Growth Zone, but any buildings 

proposed within 200m of the title boundary of such quarries will be subject to a risk 

assessment to be undertaken at PSP stage, to ensure that the impact of rock blasting is 

acceptable.”  (GCP, page 74)

GROWTH CORRIDOR PLANS:
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Policy 1.4.2 - Identify and protect extractive resources (such as stone and sand) important 

for Melbourne's future needs.

Extract of commentary….

“Extractive industry resources in green wedges and peri-urban areas need to be protected and carefully 

planned to provide for Melbourne's needs without impacting on local amenity.  Effective strategic planning 

for these resources will increase industry certainty and improve community confidence.

There are a small number of extractive industry interest areas within Melbourne’s urban growth boundary—

such as Boral at Ravenhall. The sequencing of urban development in growth areas should allow strategic 

resources such as stone and sand to be extracted ahead of establishing urban areas, with provision for these 

areas to proceed outside defined buffer zones that can be subsequently in-filled by other urban land uses.”

Implementation Plan Action 18 –

“Protect the extractive industry and future extractive-resource assets from incompatible land uses by 

adopting planning options consistent with the findings of the Extractive Resources in Victoria, Demand and 

Supply Study, 2015–2050.”

PLAN MELBOURNE:
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7.1.3.  RELEVANT RECENT STRATEGIC PLANS AND STUDIES:

1. Helping Victoria Grow: Extractive Resources Strategy 

2. Joint Ministerial Statement – Extractive Resources 

3. Extractive Resources in Victoria: Demand and Supply Study 2015-2050 (PWC, 2016)

4. Strategic Extractive Resource Areas: Victoria’s Existing Planning System (Jacobs, October 2016)

5. Strategic Extractive Resource Areas Pilot Project
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“EIIAs are too extensive, not consistent with 

other Government strategic planning 

documents and do not provide a binding 

mechanism to secure extractive resources of 

strategic importance.” (HVG, p27)

HELPING VICTORIA GROW – EXTRACTIVE RESOURCES STRATEGY:
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Six priority actions:

 Streamlining approval processes to expand production

 Protect the continuity of supply from existing quarries

 Apply the ‘agent of change’ principle to quarries

 Provide better guidance to industry and local government

 Identify and protect extractive resources of strategic 

importance

 Reduce the environmental impact of quarrying and deliver 

landscapes for the community

Establishes a ‘hot list’ of priority extractive industry projects.

JOINT MINISTERIAL STATEMENT – EXTRACTIVE RESOURCES:
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“Mitchell’s primary contribution to the State’s 2015 to 2050 

extractive resource supply is in clay and clay shale, of which 

it supplies a relatively large share of total State supply. The 

LGA also possesses sizeable hard rock reserves along with 

some sand and gravel, which make Mitchell a key resource 

location for Victoria” (PWC, pg. iv) 

EXTRACTIVE RESOURCES DEMAND & SUPPLY STUDY: 2015-2050 (PWC):
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PWC REPORT – DEMAND & REMAINING RESERVES BY ROCK TYPE, VICTORIA:

Table 8  - Demand and reserve life by rock type. 
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PWC REPORT – DEMAND & REMAINING RESERVES BY ROCK TYPE, VICTORIA:

Table 9 Consolidated view of Strategic Resource Determination by LGA (PWC Report)
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PWC REPORT – CRITERIA 1 ‘THREATENED ROCK TYPE’. 

(PWC Report, PG 50)

“Identified threatened rock types include hornfels and clay and clay shale. These rock types are expected to 

experience significant depletion across the analysis period such that few years of supply remain after 2050.

Each of the other rock types considered in the analysis has sufficient reserves within existing and planned 

future licensed WAs (based on industry intentions at 2015) to support ongoing future demand beyond 2050. 

These findings are reflected in Table 8.”

‘Extractive resources that are in relatively short supply in the State relative to the level of projected demand.’
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PWC REPORT – CRITERIA 2 ‘RESOURCE DEPLETION’. 

Table 10 Key resource depletion locations – hard rock, cumulative potential 
production shortfall 2015 to 2050.

‘Locations where supply is unable to meet demand due to exhaustion of reserves.’
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PWC REPORT – CRITERIA 3 ‘SIGNIFICANT PRODUCTION’. 

Table 14 Supply locations with significant production levels.

‘Locations that produce significant volumes of extractive resources.’
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PWC REPORT – CRITERIA 4 ‘LOCATIONS CRITICAL TO SUPORTING GREATER 
MELBOURNE’S FUTURE’. 

Table 19 Key supply locations to Greater Melbourne – hard rock. 

‘Locations that are expected to deliver significant volumes of resources to Greater 
Melbourne across the analysis period.’
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Establishes a conceptual definition of a SERA 

for application in the planning system.

Defines SERAs as ether production clusters or 

long-term resource area (important resources 

which need to be protected to ensure their 

future availability).

Excludes areas zoned for urban development or 

rural conservation, or areas identified by 

planning schemes as available for future urban 

growth.

SERAs – VICTORIA’S PLANNING SYSTEM (JACOBS):
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A SERA has the following characteristics:

• Is located generally within existing EIIAs in a strategic 

resource local government area.

• Includes actual and/or potential extractive resources 

across the area, wholly or in part, and may support 

current or new extractive industry operations or their 

buffers.

• Has manageable environmental and planning 

constraints and are accessible to markets.

• Is implemented in the planning scheme by the State 

Resource Overlay and Special Use Zone

The term ‘manageable constraints’ is defined as having 

‘suitable buffer areas; planning policy compliant; heritage, 

water, and biodiversity.’

THE SERA PILOT:
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A Strategic Extractive Resource

Extractive resources that actually and/or potentially occur in defined locations at various scales based on their likelihood or 

potential to supply growth areas, taking into account accessibility to markets, while minimizing impacts on environment and 

other land use constraints. These are informed by any of the following, including but not limited to:

• Local government areas (LGA) in Victoria ranked 1 to 20

based on meeting at least two of the following criteria:

proximity for resource to growth areas, production of resource, scarcity of resource, and supply of resource (PwC, 2016).

• Extractive Industry Interest Areas (EIIA): Sub local government areas identified in reports published by the Geological Survey

of Victoria (see Glossary definition).

• Strategic Extractive Resource Areas (SERAs) (see Glossary definition).

• Special Use Zones - Extractives. 

• Strategic quarries - Individual quarries, with known extractive resources that actually or potentially produce, large quantities 

of materials that are in high demand.

THE SERA PILOT:



THE SERA PILOT – WYNDHAM EXAMPLE:
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7.1.4 SEQUENCING 
SCENARIOS
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PROPOSED QUARRY PHASING
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POTENTIAL STONE EXTRACTION SCENARIOS
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POTENTIAL URBAN DEVELOPMENT TAKEUP SCENARIOS

SCENARIO: POTENTIAL TIMEFRAME FOR FUL 

BUILD-OUT OF BNW PSP AREA:

Scenario 1 – Assuming an average of 277 lot sales from 2022 (based 

on the ID Forecast)

Circa 50 years

Scenario 2 – Assuming an average of 369 lot sales from 2024 (based 

on the YVW base case of 280 lots per annum and a further 25% of 

lot sales across other land holdings within the BNW PSP area.

Circa 40 years

Scenario 3 – Assuming an average of 533 lot sales from 2024 (based 

on the YVW stretch case of 400 lots per annum and a further 25% of 

lot sales across other land holdings within the BNW PSP area.

Circa 30 years
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POTENTIAL URBAN DEVELOPMENT TAKEUP SCENARIOS
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